
NZ based fruit tech startup Hectre, has been announced as winner of the “Overall
Supply Chain Solution of The Year” category in the 4th annual AgTech Breakthrough
Awards. The awards program is conducted by AgTech Breakthrough, a leading
market intelligence organization that recognizes the top companies, technologies, and
products in today’s global agricultural and food technology markets. 
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Hectre has developed transformative technology for the global fruit growing and
packing industry, and it’s focus on delivering value across the supply chain, has set
the company apart from other providers. This is the third year in a row that the
company has been named a winner in the awards program. 

“We are proud to recognize Hectre with the ‘Overall Supply Chain Solution of The
Year’ award for the innovation they are bringing to such an essential industry. Hectre
brings value to multiple points in the supply chain, supporting industry to streamline
key processes, and access valuable data earlier than ever before. With Hectre’s
range of solutions, growers and packers can drive efficiency and performance, and
gain greater insights for informed decision making and profitability,” said Bryan
Vaughn, Managing Director, AgTech Breakthrough. “Most fruit tech companies play in
one market space, like labour management or fruit sorting. Each market has
complexities and a never-ending collection of unique use cases. It’s a huge challenge
to successfully crossover into additional areas of the supply chain as Hectre have.”

The combination of Orchard Management PLUS Early Fruit Sizing solutions that
Hectre offers spans both growers and packers. The valuable offering has seen Hectre
take an industry leadership position, signing on premier customers such as 



Washington Fruit & Produce, Sage Fruit, Cherri Global, Borton Fruit, BC Tree Fruits,
BelleHarvest and more. The company’s technology is now being picked up by fruit
leaders in South America and Europe, as Hectre continues its global expansion. 

In the post-harvest space, Hectre’s early fruit sizing AI solution Spectre, sizes apples,
pears, cherries, citrus and onions. Spectre provides reliable early data to support
successful sales, storage and packing decisions, positively impacting pack planning
capabilities, driving down repack rates and fruit loss, and enabling optimal sales. 

Two Spectre core solutions have been released: A handheld option where users
simply take a photo of a bin of fruit on their phone or tablet and receive sizing results
in seconds; and a top-down solution where a camera is installed above arriving
trucks. More than 5,000 pieces of fruit are detected and sized by Spectre Top Down in
one truck pass. Early colour grading results are also available. 

Hectre’s grower innovations include Digital QC, where growers can track and assess
picker performance and provide evidence-based coaching for an improved pick and
pack out. Growers can identify and address picking issues early with Hectre and get
more fruit to market. These evidence-based insights have become critical as the cost
of labour and regulation continue to climb.  
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The company also helps to simplify labour management with their Digital Timesheet
solution which automates complex pay structures including hourly wages, piece rates,
minimum wages, group picks, and more. Hectre’s auto calculation capability, plus
data flow directly to payroll reports, means growers and their teams save time, reduce
errors, and are supported to meet compliance requirements.

Matty Blomfield, Hectre Co-founder and CEO said, “It’s been another huge year at
Hectre. Our orchard management and AI fruit sizing solutions are now in the hands of
growers and packers across four continents. Our innovation pace is faster than ever,
enabling delivery of meaningful benefits across the global supply chain. To be named
winners in the global AgTech Breakthrough Awards, not once, not twice, but three



years in a row, really underlines the value our talented and committed team continue
to bring to industry.”

This year’s AgTech Breakthrough Awards program attracted more than 1,750
nominations from over 15 different countries throughout the world.
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